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NEW QUESTION: 1
At what point in the upgrade process is the catalog migrated to
DB2 12?
A. After issuing command -ACTIVATE FUNCTION LEVEL (V12R1M500)
B. After issuing command -ACTIVATE FUNCTION LEVEL (V12R1M100)
C. Completion of DSNTIJTC job
D. At the completion of CATMAI NT in function level 500
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
A customer has two identically configured Linux hosts (OS
version, memory, CPU) attached to the same network. One host is

NFS-attached and the other is FC-attached to an EMC VNX. Both
the NFS file systems and the SAN LUNs are created from four
RAID 5 (4+1) RAID groups. LUNs are not shared between file and
block and each host generates the same size I/O.
The customer reports the FC-attached host is able to achieve
much greater throughput than the NFS-attached host.
What is the source of the performance difference between the
file and block configurations?
A. Host Patch levels
B. FC encapsulation overhead
C. NFS version
D. Ethernet Network
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
When referring to laser printing, which of the following
describes the development process?
A. The corona wire places a static charge on the drum.
B. The toner is permanently affixed to the paper.
C. Toner is pulled to the charged areas of the drum.
D. Toner is pulled from the drum to the paper.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which of the following are correct statements about MPLS labels
(Choose three)?
A. Labels are globally significant to the MPLS network which
means all labels on the LSP path must be unique.
B. Labels are locally significant to the MPLS router which
means its possible for two routers on the LSP path to use the
same label.
C. Labels used for a LSP may be static but are usually signaled
dynamically with an MPLS label signaling protocol.
D. Labels used for an LSP must be statically assigned by the
service provider.
E. A series of labels from one LER to another LER represent a
logical tunnel known as an LSP.
Answer: B,C,E
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